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Station 12005+00 to 12102+69.....Activities since last SWPPP inspection. Precision Pipeline has lowered in, welded, and
backfilled another 160 feet of pipe from station 12017+00 to 12018+60. A grade crew has finished cutting ROW between access
MVP-MN-270 and Half Acre Rock Road, stations 12071+80 to 12102+69. Another crew of operators installed a drainage system
to convey stormwater off ROW where a natural trough occurs on the ROW between stations 12038+00 and 12040+00. A double
run of 24 inch flume pipe was installed at the uphill end of where the trough meets the LOD. A rock and geotech pit was built as an
inlet protector to the flumes. At station 12038+00, the flumes empty into a plunge pool. Another set of 24” flumes was installed to
convey the water from this plunge pool straight across the ROW, into another plunge pool, and then off ROW. These operators
also rebuilt the bridge over stream S-G40, station 12035+11, and properly installed a geotech lining due to a failure previous to the
last SWPPP inspection. The bridge over S-MM15 was rebuilt as well.

A stream impact was recorded at stream S-MM15, station 12076+95, today after a rain event in the afternoon by the WSSI
inspectors.

Bridges were rebuilt with improved geotech liners at streams S-G40 and S-MM15. A drainage system engineered by Tetra Tech
was installed at station 12038+00 to 12040+00 to alleviate stormwater being funneled down to stream S-G40 by the natural trough
on the ROW. Punchlist items were addressed through this stretch of ROW such as upgrading j-hooks at sumps and adding ECDs
near waterbodies. General maintenance was also performed such as cleaning out sumps and ECDs where needed.



37.3086697828587, -80.0101702133535

37.3087415518587, -80.0100375060737

37.3086266359662, -80.0101019629091

37.3085168330346, -80.0101628993452

37.3087178078399, -80.0100690985339

37.308670399159, -80.0101705953396
Waterbar not properly restored in travel lane
@ station 12049+00, ~MP 228.0~. See photo
for location.

Waterbar has large hump in the middle and
needs to be straightened out @ station
12023+25, ~MP 227.5~.

CFS j-hook should be triple stacked at station
12061+70, ~MP 228.2~. See photo for
location.

Pipe installed at stations 12017+00 to
12018+60, ~MP 227.4~. See photo for
location.

Plunge pool installed @ station 12038+00
where drain pipes empty stormwater off ROW,
~MP 227.8~. See photo for location.

Stream S-MM15 was impacted by sediment
during an afternoon rain event today, station
12076+95, ~MP 228.5~.
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